Oracle Solaris Dashboard and
StatsStore Lab
General navigation of the Web UI
1 - Point your browser to https://<your IP Address>:6787 and log on with your
credentials. Note the browser will initially complain that you're going to an untrusted website.
This is because the credentials of the server are not signed, this is ﬁne for our demo purposes,
so overrule and accept. This should bring you to a log in screen and log in with username
oracle and password Welcome1 to access the dashboard:

2 - Find info about the system by clicking on the name, click on it name again to close the info
screen again.

3 - Click on Faults & Activity and note that there's a new sub-window with two tabs. Click on
the two tabs to explore what they show.

4 - Mouse over the diﬀerent graphs and see what the pop-ups show.
5 - Click on the CPU Utilization by mode (%) to go to the CPU Basic sheet.

6 - Locate the CPU Utilization graph and click on the words, this brings up an info window, read
the contents the info.

 6a - Click on the cpu usage words to ﬁnd the SSID of this graph. This SSID is the identiﬁer the
dashboard uses to locate the data in the StatsStore. Later on in this Lab we'll look at the
StatsStore in more detail.

6b - Close the pop-up window and click on a few others to see the diﬀerence between them.
7 - Notice that the CPU Utilization is near zero and hard to read. If you click on the line in the
graph you'll see that it zooms in to make it more readable. Do the same for the Top Processes
by CPU Utilization graph too.

8 - Click on the gear icon in the CPU Utilization graph and then on the Partition option and ﬁll
in core and then see how the graph now shows lower level details. Also try partitioning
diﬀerent graphs. To undo the partitioning click on the target sign with the 1 next to it and select
Undo All.

9 - In the CPU Utilization graph click on the gear icon again and choose Visualization Type
and choose the second from the right at the top row and click OK. This now shows the historic
data all the way to 7 days ago.

 9a - Locate the icon with four big boxes in the grey CPU Utilization bar and click on it to
enlarge the graphs in that section.

10 - Click on Close on the top right of the page to close this CPU Basic sheet and to get to the
list of all the sheets deﬁned on this system. These sheets are all the pre-deﬁned and locked as
useful and example sheets.
11 - Locate the Memory sheet and click it.
 11a - In the Memory Usage graph, click on left arrow that shows up when you mouse over a
graph and see that it goes back in time. Notice, the time frame is that the graph is showing is in
the bottom right of the graph. Click on the red x to reset the graph to the current time.

 11b - Go to the top of the sheet and click on the words Past 5 mins, this brings a pop-up
window and choose the 1 day as the period, and click Set to look at the last day's worth of data
in this sheet.

 11c - Bring the timescale back to the 5 minutes by clicking on Past day and using the popup
window to set this.
12 - Locate the Top Memory Consuming Processes graph and click on the gear icon, click on
Visualization Type... and choose word cloud (second from the left at the bottom) and see how
it allows you which processes consume the most memory, note you see the process name, it's
process ID and the user it's running as.

13 - Go back to the sheets screen by clicking on close again, and try diﬀerent other sheets and
see what they show. Note that in many cases the StatsStore wasn't gathering this data yet but
once you click on the sheet it will start gathering the data you want t look at. Also note that
certain sheets like Compliance and Audit won't show any data because your user is not
authorized to see this. This can be changed by using RBAC.
14 - To get back to the start screen, click on Applications at the very top and select Solaris
Dashboard.

Inspect an application and create your own sheet
1 - Makes sure that you're on the Solaris Dashboard landing page.
2 - Open a Terminal and log in to your Oracle Solaris instance with username oracle and
password Welcome1 .
3 - The application we'll be running is an Oracle Database and to start it we use the startup
script 1_db_start.sh . Run this and check out the dashboard to see it's memory consumption
grow in the Memory Utilization % graph.

4 - Note that the CPU is hardly growing. To put load on the database we now start a Swingbench
load generator and a CPU speciﬁc generator. To start these run 2_start_db_wkload.sh 100 ,
open another Terminal and log in again and start cpu_busy.sh 4 . Now you should see the
load on the CPU grow, but not take the whole system even though it probably should.

5 - To investigate what's going on, click on the CPU Utilization by mode (%) graph, which
brings you to the CPU - Basic sheet again. Here partition the CPU Utilization graph by cpu and
inspect what you see.

You can also switch to a Pareto style graph by using the Visualization Type option in the gear
pulldown:

Note that you still can't really see any load, this is because if you look at the SSID of this graph
( //:class.cpu//:stat.usage//:part.mode(user,kernel,stolen,intr)//:op.rate//:op.
util ) the //:stat.usage is averaged for the whole instance and not for each cpu on it's

own.
6 - To solve for this we will use the dashboard to create a new sheet with our own graph in it.
Close this sheet and go to the main sheets page. Once in the sheets area click on Add Sheet to
add a new empty sheet.
 6b - Choose a new name like My Sheet and click on Add Sheet.

7 - You will see a new sheet in the list with you new name and click on it.

8 - Locate the grey New Group bar and click on the gear icon, the on Properties, and then on
New Group to change the name to CPU and Memory. Closing the popup will set the new
name.

9 - Now click on the plus sign to add a new visualization, ﬁll in CPU Utilization by CPU, and click
Add Visualization.

10 - Click on the gear sign in the graph area and select Add Statistic or Event... This will open a
popup screen where we can ﬁll in what we want. Select I want to enter a new statistic or
event and clink on Next >.
10a - Click on the Class ﬁeld pulldown and select cpu.
10b - On the next line down use the left pulldown to select Resource, and the right ﬁeld to
select id/*.
10c - On the next line on the left choose Statistic and on the right usage.
10d - On the next line on the left choose Partition and on the right ﬁll in
mode(user,kernel,stolen,intr).
 10e - On the next two lines choose Operation and rate, and Operation and util. And click on
Finish.

11 - Now we need to make one small tweak and this is by changing the Visualization Type to
Stacked Bars from the gear menu. This should give you a better view of what the CPUs are
doing and you should see that two of the CPUs are very busy and the rest not at all.

What's happening in the background is that the Oracle Database processes are all bound to
only two CPUs, we did this by using the project resource management tool. You can ﬁnd this by
running pbind
-bash-4.4$ pbind -q -i projid 100
pbind(8): pid 1066 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 1137 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 1574 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 1064 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 1141 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 1142 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
...
pbind(8): pid 1884 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 1930 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 1784 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 1786 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 2048 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.
pbind(8): pid 2234 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1.

You can see what we've set for the project deﬁnition in /etc/project :

-bash-4.4$ cat /etc/project
system:0::::
user.root:1::::
noproject:2::::
default:3::::process.max-file-descriptor=(basic,1024,deny);process.maxstack-size=(basic,10485760,deny);project.max-shm-memory=
(privileged,8589934592,deny)
group.staff:10::::
user.oracle:100:Oracle Database:::process.max-file-descriptor=
(basic,1024,deny);process.max-stack-size=
(basic,10485760,deny);project.max-shm-memory=
(privileged,8589934592,deny);project.mcb.cpus=0,1

The important bit is the project.mcb.cpus=0,1 part of the settings on user.oracle . We
can change this by running projmod and adding two more CPUs to the Multi CPU binding set
on the project:
-bash-4.4$ sudo projmod -A -a -K project.mcb.cpus=2,3 user.oracle
projmod: Updating project user.oracle succeeded with following warning
message.
WARNING: We bind the target project to the default pool of the zone
because an multi-CPU binding (MCB) entry exists.
-bash-4.4$ pbind -q -i projid 100
pbind(8): pid 1066 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1 2 3.
pbind(8): pid 1137 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1 2 3.
pbind(8): pid 1574 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1 2 3.
pbind(8): pid 1064 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1 2 3.
pbind(8): pid 1141 strongly bound to processor(s) 0 1 2 3.
...

And now if you go back to your self built sheet you'll see that the other two CPUs are also
getting some load now too.

Showing the StatsStore
1 - Switch to the terminal, log on to the Oracle Solaris instance with oracle and password
Welcome1 and run sstore .

2 - Run ls and inspect the list of the diﬀerent stats classes.
3 - Run cd class.proc and run ls and see that this lists all the current processes on the
system. Note that like before each one has the process name, process id, and the user name
associated with that process.
4 - Type cd res.sstored and then hit the <tab> key to see that it autocompletes and hit
<enter> .

5 - Run ls again to see the list of stats available for this (and each process) and run info
stat.resident-set-size and see how it explains what stat this is.

6 - Run capture stat.resident-set-size 1 2 and see that the StatsStore starts to collect
this stat every second for 2 seconds. Note there's a timestamp connected to data, in my case
2018-10-08T05:55:15 . This timestamp is important if at a later date you want to ﬁnd this stat

again.
7 - Now run capture stat.resident-set-size//:op.rate 2 5 and see that this will show
the diﬀerence (read growth) between every point. In this case the diﬀerence for every 2
seconds for the 5 intervals.
8 - Run export -t <put in timestamp> -i 60 stat.resident-set-size and see how it
now shows the values since that timestamp in intervals of 60 seconds. Take a timestamp from
very early on to get all data we were capturing. Note that at the end it might give you 0 as the
value and this is because we stopped the capture.
9 - By running export -t <put in the timestamp> -e <another later timestamp> -i 60
stat.resident-set-size , where the second timestamp is the last interval where you still see

data, you can grab the block of data that has been captured. This is a way to export the data
that was captured.
10 - Run cd which brings you back to the root, and then run export -t <put in the
timestamp> -e <another later timestamp> -i 60
//:class.proc//:res.sstored/*//:stat.resident-set-size to see you can get the data

again with the full SSID. This will give you the exact same data. Note that you can even from the
CLI directly run sstore export -t <put in the timestamp> -e <another later
timestamp> -i 60 //:class.proc//:res.sstored/*//:stat.resident-set-size and it

will also give you this data. Also note that by using res.sstored/* you can wildcard for values
you don't know.
11 - Now run export -F csv -t <put in the timestamp> -e <another later timestamp>
-i 60 //:class.proc//:res.sstored/*//:stat.resident-set-size and see that it exports

this same data to csv which you could import into Excel. Note that the ﬁrst ﬁeld is still the
timestamp but now in a diﬀerent format.
12 - Now run export -F json -t <put in the timestamp> -e <another later
timestamp> -i 60 //:class.proc//:res.sstored/*//:stat.resident-set-size and see

that this will now export it in a json format for those applications that like consuming this.
13 - Go to the BUI and in the Memory and Swap sheet click on the Top Memory Consuming
Processes name, click on proc resident-set-size and copy the SSID.
( //:class.proc//:res.*//:stat.resident-set-size//:op.top(5) ), then in the terminal
paste it to create capture //:class.proc//:res.*//:stat.resident-setsize//:op.top(5) 1 5 , and then change this to op.top(2) or any other amount you want.

14 - Try any other interesting graph SSID and see what the capture in the sstore command will
give you. Also play with things like //:op.rate and //:op.util to see what they do. There
are many other operators but these are the ones we use the most.

